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Requirement and Deliverables: 

• Students should work in a team of two or three students.  

• Each team should choose one of the following two problems. You will be provided 

with urdf file and a basic quadruped controller.  

• Some of the questions are open-ended, and you do not need to solve all the 

subproblems. You are expected to read papers and search and re-search online.  

• Reports:  Each team should submit one report along with your solution codes. The 

report should provide all the background information, problem formulation (as 

control or optimization problem), existing methods, your proposed solution, your 

results, and discussions. 
 

Problem I: System identification for legged robots 
Having accurate dynamics model is critical in achieving agile and dynamic locomotion of legged 
robots. Practically speaking, parameters involved in the dynamics model are difficult to acquire 
precisely from outputs from mechanical design. System identification is an important tool to 
address this issue.  
 
Given a fixed-base single-leg or a floating-base full quadruped model as URDF file, design 
simulation experiments and system identification algorithms to identify the dynamics parameters, 
compare the identified parameters with the ground truth from the URDF to justify the 
performance.  
 
Objectives: 
1. Identify the dynamical parameters of a fixed-base single-leg system, including for example 

the mass and inertia of each link.  
2. Identify the dynamical parameters of a floating-base quadruped system, including for 

example the mass and inertia of all the legs as well as the base.  
 
 
(a) Consider a single leg of the quadruped robot with fixed base, integrate the simulator with a 

leg controller, ensure the leg can execute desirable motions as commanded. Collect data (joint 
torque, position, etc) needed for system identification via simulating the single-leg system.  

 



(b) Design and implement appropriate system identification algorithms to identify the dynamical 
parameters of the single leg. Compare the identified parameters with the ground truth from 
the URDF model, and analyze the performance. Test your algorithm when there is 
measurement noise and discuss your results.  

 
(c) (bonus) Come up with a way to identify the entire quadruped model parameters (including 

all the links, and the floating base body). Your measurements can be anything that is 
possibly available in reality (e.g. joint position, velocity, torque, IMU data, ground reaction 
force (use only when it is absolutely necessary)).  Test your methods and discuss the results.  
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Problem II Swing trajectory plan and tracking control 
Safe and dynamically feasible plan and accurate tracking of the swing foot trajectory play a 
fundamentally important role in achieving stable and reliable quadruped locomotion. This 
project focuses on the planning and control for the swing trajectories.  
 
Objective:  
Given a fixed-base single-leg quadruped model (URDF file), design the foothold planning and 
associated tracking control scheme to generate appropriate swing motion for the platform. 
 
(a) Given an initial and a final position/pose of the foot-tip, find a feasible trajectory connecting 

these two configurations. Design a tracking controller that can track the planned trajectory. 
Evaluate the performance via detailed analysis and simulation studies of the results.  

 
(b) In the presence of known obstacles, plan the trajectory that is collision-free. You can choose 

different kinds of obstacles of your choice. Simulate and test the overall system including your 
collision avoidance leg swinging planner and tracking controller and discuss your results.  

 
(c) (bonus) Consider the full quadruped dynamics model, integrate the proposed swinging 

planner and controller with a quadruped controller to evaluate the performance in an 
environment with terrain obstacles.  
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